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ABSTRACT 
The "Polynomial Phase transform (PPT)",  was pre- 
sented in [l] as a tool for the estimation of the param- 
eters of constant amplitude polynomial phase signals. 
Extensions of the algorithm have also been proposed 
in [2] to be able to deal with parameter estimation 
for multiple components and for time-varying ampli- 
tude. While the P P T  is computationally efficient and 
almost statistically efficient at high signal to noise ratio 
(SNR), it fails catastrophically at low SNR. This pa- 
per presents an extension so that the PPT can operate 
at lower SNRs.  The proposed algorithm is iterative: 
and uses a similar approach to that used for parameter 
estimation of quadratic phase signals in [3],  [4] and [5 ] .  
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a signal, r (n ) ,  which is a constant amplitude 
polynomial phase signal imbedded in additive noise, 
z W ( n ) .  This signal is defined as: 
4.) = A e d M n ) )  + 2, (.) (1) 
where the phase function, +(TI), is equal to u k n k ,  
A is the amplitude, i w ( n )  is a complex white noise 
process of variance, 2a2, and n = 0 , .  . . , A T  - 1. The 
A threshold analysis of the PPT in [l] reveals that it 
can rarely be used much much below -3dB, even for 
very long signals. The reason for the poor noise perfor- 
mance at  low SNR is due to the fact that the expression, 
UP-1 u=o [z#"(n--uT)l ( I ,  used by the P P T  in ( 2 )  is a 
multz-linear product between the observation and time 
shifted versions thereof. When noise dominates in the 
observation (as it does below OdB), then noise domi- 
nates much more so in the multi-linear product. The 
result is that the PPT is rendered quite ineffective at  
SNRs significantly below OdB. 
P-1 
2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The algorithm proposed in this paper uses a similar 
approach to that used in [3], [4] and [5]. The rationale 
is to reduce the level of non-linearity in the multi-linear 
product by replacing all but one of the occurrences of 
the observation with an estimate of the true signal. i.e. 
the P P T  is replaced with the "Cross-PPT" (XPPT), 
defined by: 
( 
XPPT,(z(n) ,  1, T )  = IP,; [r#""(n - UT)] 
p-1 N-1 
U=@ n = O  
-jZxfn . e  I 
PPT provides one means for estimating the parameters, 
{ uo,  . . . , u p } .  The P P T  for order, p ,  is defined by: 
where 
r (n ) ,  if U is even and IJ =# U 
( 1 -j*??fn *#"*(n) = z S ( n ) >  if u is even and v = U (5) PPTp(z (n ) ,  f, T )  = c rq; [ P ( n - u r ) ]  ~ ' ( n ) ,  
t:(n), 
if U is odd and IJ f U 
if U is odd and IJ = q 
N- 1 
n=@ 
( 2 )  
where and t,(n) is a unit amplitude estimate of the noiseless 
signal. 
The estimate of the noiseless signal is initially obtained 
if U is even 
if U is odd (3) 
with a technique such as the short-time Fourier trans- 
form, which has a low SNR threshold. It is then iter- 
atively improved by using the XPPT parameter esti- 
mates to reconstruct an updated signal estimate. The 
(See [2] for details on how to use the PPT to deter- 
mine all phase parameters, for both monocomponent 
and multicomponent signals). 
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parameter and signal estimates are iteratively updated 
until convergence occurs, or until the likelihood of the 
updated estimate is lower than the previous one. The 
likelihood is determined according to the model in (1): 
and is given by: 
N -  1 
1 = z (n )ezp ( j (& + 6171 + . . .UpnP)), (6) 
where u o :  u 1 ,  . . . U, are the estimates of ao, a l ,  . . . ap  
respectively. 
n=O 
2.1. OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM 
A summary of the proposed algorithm is: 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3.  
Initialisation: Form a unit amplitude estimate 
of the noiseless signal by estimating the instan- 
taneous frequency (IF) and then reconstructing 
the signal phase by integrating the IF; the IF 
can be estimated by segmenting the signal into 
quasi-stationary blocks and using the STFT, or 
by some other robust technique such as Hidden 
Markov Model processing [6]. 
Recursion: Form the XPPT between the esti- 
mated signal and the observed signal; Estimate 
the polynomial phase parameters by maximising 
the XPPT; 
Termination: Repeat from Step 1 until the dif- 
ference between parameter estimates from suc- 
cessive iterations is less than a specified amount. 
This algorithm has an advantage over those in [4] or [5] 
in that it does not require the IF to be recalculated at  
every time position for a given iteration and is therefore 
computationally much simpler. It also allows multiple 
components to be processed. 
Simulations have been performed for estimating the pa- 
rameters of a third order polynomial phase signal. The 
signal was of the from, z ( n )  = ezp(a3n3+aln)+z,(n),  
where n = 0 ,1 , .  . .,8191, a3 = 1.0e - 9, a1 = .2521a, 
and z,(n) is complex white Gaussian noise. Figure 
1 shows the variance of the 3rd order phase estimate 
(dashed line) compared with the Cramer-Rao bound 
(solid line). The estimates are near the bounds above 
-8dB, with a sharp threshold occuring at  -1ldB. 
3. CONCLUSION 
An algorithm has been presented for the estimation 
of the parameters of polynomial phase signals in high 
noise. The algorithm is capable of processing single 
or multiple component signals. Simulations have been 
performed which show the estimation variatnce close to 
the Cramer-Rao bound. 
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Figure 1. Variance of 83 versus the Cramer-Rao 
bound. 
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